TECH 3232
Fall 2018
Lab #1
Into To Digital Circuits
ver 1.11

Name:_____________________________
Purpose:

To review basic logic gates and digital logic circuit construction and
testing.

Introduction: The most common way to connect circuits for testing purposes is to use a
protoboard (aka breadboard). Protoboards typically look like the following
figure:

Figure 1 - Protoboard.
a) top
b) bottom

A few features should be noted. First of all the two columns on each side
of the board typically used for power and ground. These connections go
the length of the board on most proboards, but not always. You should
always verify this each time you use a new board.
The space in the center of the board is designed for Integrated Circuits
(aka IC’s). Since the rows on each side of this space are NOT connected,
this allows the IC to be connected properly by straddling this space (see
below).
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Figure 2 - IC on breadboard

Since we will be using IC’s in Dual Inline Packages (aka DIP Package) in
this class. You will need to be able to identify PIN 1 on IC’s. This can be
done using the following indicators:


the U shaped indentation is the top of the IC. The pin to the left is
PIN 1



a small dot is sometimes placed above PIN 1 (but not always)

The pins are then counted in a U pattern (from pin 1 down, across the IC
then back up the other side).
Here are two examples:

Figure 3 - IC Pin Identification
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Typically, when digital logic circuit schematics are drawn (using Multisim
or other schematic capture program) the pin numbers are shown on the
schematic. It should be noted than many IC’s in the digital logic family
contain more than ONE GATE PER IC. Usually each gate in the same IC
are labeled with the same ID number and a letter (A is the first gate, B the
second gate and so on). The Ux (where x is a number) shows the IC
number. An example is shown below:

Figure 4 - Schematic Example

So in this circuit, there is one IC (U1), and it uses two gates on that IC.
Gate one’s (A) input is on pin 1 and the output is on pin 2. The second
gate (B) has it’s input on pin 3 and it’s output on pin 4. The IC is a 7404N
(74xxx series is TTL and is the most common digital logic series of IC’s).
It should be noted the POWER and GROUND are NOT SHOWN on
most digital logic schematics. To find where Power and Ground should be
connected, look on a “DATA SHEET”. A Data sheet is the technical
specifications of the electronic component. Electronics manufactures
provide these for the IC’s they produce. Typically you can find a data
sheet for a component by typing in the PART NUMBER of the component
into an internet search. So if you type in “7404” into a search engine (like
Google), you will probably find a link to a data sheet in .pdf format.
Power is typically labeled as VCC and Ground is labeled as GND. VCC
for all IC starting with ‘74’ is +5 VOLTS (Applying higher voltages or a
negative voltage can result in damage to the component!!!)
Inputs to digital logic circuits have to be supplied with +5v to indicate a
high and Ground to indicate a low. For this circuit, read the section on
“THE PULL UP RESISTOR” at
http://www.seattlerobotics.org/encoder/mar97/basics.html.
We will also be connecting LED’s to the outputs as indicators. NOTE:
LED’s are polarity sensitive devices, make sure they are connected
correctly. Below is a quick summary of LED’s (how to calculate current
limiting resistors and how to determine polarity)
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Parts
Required:

7404, 7408, 7432, LED, DIP SW and various resistors
Note: Do NOT use the LED’s or Switches on the Digital logic trainer for
this lab!

Lab
Procedure:

NOT GATE
Connect the following circuit:

R2=330Ω
Once connected complete the truth table below:
Input

Output

Demonstrate the circuit to the instructor:
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Answer the following questions:
In your own words, tell why the resistor (R1) is needed in the input part
of the circuit? What would happen if the resistor was left out?

What is the Boolean algebra expression for the circuit?

AND GATE
Connect the following circuit:

R3=330Ω
Once connected complete the truth table below:
Input A

Input B
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Output

What is the Boolean algebra expression for the circuit?

Demonstrate the circuit to the instructor:

Given the timing diagram below, fill in the timing diagram for the output
of the AND Gate:

OR GATE
Connect the following circuit:

R3=330Ω
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Once connected complete the truth table below:
Input A

Input B

Output

Demonstrate the circuit to the instructor:

What is the Boolean algebra expression for the circuit?

Given the timing diagram below, fill in the timing diagram for the output
of the OR Gate:

Calculate the resistor needed if you want to power an LED with 5V and
the LED’s Forward Current is 19mA and its voltage drop is 1.35V using
a ¼W resistor:
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Combined Circuit
Connect the following circuit:

Once connected complete the truth table below:
Input A

Input B

Input C

Output

Demonstrate the circuit to the lab monitor and have them sign below
indicating the circuit was demonstrated:

What is the Boolean algebra expression for the circuit?
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Given the timing diagram below, fill in the timing diagram for the circuit
above:
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